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ABSTRACT: Steady state and time-resolved luminescence experiments and calorimetric
studies, as well as time-dependent density functional theory calculations performed on
[ClRe(CO)3(Bathocuproinedisulfonate)]

2−, show that the photophysical properties of the
Re(I) anionic complex are determined by the balance between intraligand (1IL) and metal−
ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (3MLLCT) excited states. In organic solvents, 3MLLCT states
prevail and the usual expected behavior is observed: bathochromic shift of the emission
maximum, a reduced luminescence quantum yield and the shortening of the excited-state
lifetime upon increasing the polarity of the solvent. In addition, singlet oxygen (1O2) is
generated with high quantum yields (ΦΔ ≈ 0.5 in CH3CN) due to the quenching of the
3MLLCT luminescence by 3O2. The total quenching rate constant of triplet state by oxygen, kq,
reach values between 2.2 and 2.4 × 109 M−1 s−1 for the organic solvents studied. In CH3CN,
the fraction of triplet states quenched by O2 which yield 1O2, f O2

T , is nearly unity. In aqueous
solution, where no singlet oxygen is generated, the luminescence of the Re(I) complex is of 1IL
character with a emission quantum yield (Φem) strongly pH dependent: Φem,(pH=2)/Φem,(pH=10) ≈ 5.6. The variation of the pH of
the solution tunes the photophysical properties of the Re(I) complex by changing the relative amount of the different species
existing in aqueous solutions: [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−, [(OH)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
2− and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−. TD-DFT
calculations show that the percentage of charge transfer character of the electronic transitions is substantially higher in the
organic solvents than in aqueous solutions, in agreement with the increase of 1IL character of HOMO in [(H2O)Re-
(CO)3(BCS)]

− relative to [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2−.

■ INTRODUCTION

Luminescent organometallic rhenium(I)-tricarbonyl complexes
coordinating polypyridine ligands have attracted researchers
endeavors for nearly four decades, as they show exceptionally
rich excited-state behavior and redox chemistry as well as
thermal and photochemical stability.1,2 Consequently, they have
been applied in broad research areas such as electron transfer
studies,3 solar energy conversion,4−6 and catalysis,7 as
luminescent sensors,8−10 molecular materials for nonlinear
optics11,12 and optical switching,7 and as biological labeling
reagents and noncovalent probes for biomolecules and
ions.13−15 Depending on the nature of the axial X ligand fac-
ReX(CO)3(α-diimine) complexes are often strong lumino-
phores, either in fluid solutions or in low-temperature glasses.
The accessible excited states, Re(I) to α-diimine metal-to-
ligand charge transfer (MLCT), metal−ligand-to-ligand charge
transfer (MLLCT), ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (LLCT),
and/or intraligand (IL) excited states, are generally involved
with the observed luminescence of these complexes at room
temperature. In most of the cases, the observed luminescence is
of 3MLCT (or rather 3MLLCT) character. However, 3IL or 1IL
emission has also been identified in some systems.14,16 A careful

manipulation of the energetic separation of the two emissive
states, by changing both the polypyridine ligands and
temperature, can control the relative dominance of 3MLCT
and IL emission. One of the major disadvantages of fac-
ReX(CO)3(α-diimine) complexes when applied to biological
media is connected to their usually very low solubility in water
at physiological pH. In fact, there are a very limited number of
water-soluble fac-ReX(CO)3(α-diimine) complexes17−24 com-
pared to the huge number of Re(I) carbonyl−diimine
complexes reported to be soluble exclusively in organic
solvents. In previous work, we have characterized a pair of
water-soluble Re(I) tricarbonyl complexes, one of them
including a biological relevant ligand like pterin in its
structure.24,25 In this paper, we study the photophysical
properties of a fac-ReX(CO)3(α-diimine) complex bearing
the water-soluble ligand Bathocuproinedisulfonic acid disodium
salt (BCS), namely [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−. Because BCS is
charged and not membrane permeable, it is commonly used in
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cell studies.26 The attractive intrinsic photophysical properties
common to many Re(I) complexes, such as large Stokes shifts,
long luminescence lifetimes and resistance to photobleaching,
make these excellent candidates for applications in cell imaging.
We study the photophysical properties of the Re(I) complex in
organic solvents as well as in aqueous media, using laser-
induced optoacoustic spectroscopy (LIOAS), steady-state and
time-resolved luminescence techniques and time-dependent
density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations. In the
organic solvents, 3MLLCT states govern the photophysical
properties of the Re(I) complex with the usual expected
behavior: emission shows a bathochromic shift, reduced
luminescence quantum yield, and shortened excited-state
lifetime upon increasing the polarity of the solvent. Besides,
the quenching of the 3MLLCT luminescence by molecular
oxygen leads to singlet oxygen generation with high quantum
yields (ΦΔ ≈ 0.5 in CH3CN). The total quenching rate
constant of triplet state by oxygen, kq, reach values between 2.2
and 2.4 × 109 M−1 s−1 for the organic solvents studied. In
aqueous solution, where no singlet oxygen is generated, the
luminescence of the Re(I) complex is of 1IL character with a
emission quantum yield (Φem) strongly pH dependent. Thus,
the balance between 1IL and 3MLLCT excited states, which
tune the photophysical properties of the Re(I) complex, is
governed by the pH dependent replacement of Cl− by H2O in
its structure. This generates a reduction of the percentage of
charge transfer in the relevant singlet−singlet electronic
transitions which lead to the population of the emitting 1IL
and 3MLLCT excited states, as revealed by TD-DFT
calculations. Consequently the equilibrium between 3MLLCT
and 1IL is inclined toward the latter in aqueous solutions and
the luminescence of the Re(I) complex is governed by 1IL
states. Indeed, the photophysical properties of the Re(I)
complex are those of the coordinated BCS, with a pH-
dependent fluorescence quantum yield similar to the one of the
free ligandthough modulated by the positive charge of the
metal centerand not detectable generation of singlet oxygen.

■ EXPERIMENTAL PART

Materials. The anionic complex [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2− was

available from previous work.27 Spectrograde and HPLC grade
acetonitrile (J. T. Baker), methanol (MeOH, Sigma-Aldrich)
and ethanol (EtOH, Sigma-Aldrich) were used without further
purification. 2-Hydroxybenzophenone, phenalenone, New
Coccine, D2O, NaOH, and HClO4 were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich at the highest purity available and were used as
received. Deionized water (>18 MΩ cm−1, < 20 ppb of organic
carbon) was obtained with a Millipore system.
Photophysical Measurements. UV−vis spectra were

recorded on a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer.
Emission spectra were obtained with a computer-interfaced
Near-IR Fluorolog-3 Research Spectrofluorometer, and were
corrected for differences in spectral response and light
scattering. Solutions were deaereated with O2-free nitrogen in
a gastight apparatus before recording the spectra.
Emission quantum yields, Φem, were calculated with eq 1, by

using solutions of a reference compound with a known
quantum yield of emission, Φref
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In eq 1, ns and nref are the refractive indexes of the optically
diluted solutions (As and Aref < 0.1) containing the sample and
the reference compound, respectively. A solution of Rhodamine
B in ethanol was used as a reference with Φref = 0.69. The areas
under the emission spectra of the sample and Rhodamine B
were used as a relative measure of the respective intensities of
the luminescence, Is and Iref, where I is the integral of the
emission spectrum and A is the absorbance of the sample or
reference at the excitation wavelength. Lifetime measurements
were performed using the time-correlated single-photon
counting (TCSPC) unit of the Fluorolog-3 with 341 nm
NanoLEDs excitation source.
Photoacoustic measurements were performed by using a

setup already described.28 Basically, a Q-Switched Nd:YAG
laser (Surelite II, Continuum, 7 ns fwhm) operating at 355 nm
was used as excitation source. The fluence of the laser pulses
was varied using a neutral density filter, and the energy values
were measured with a pyroelectric energy meter (Laser
Precision Corp. RJ7620 and RJP-735). The laser beam was
shaped by a 1 mm diameter pinhole in front of the cuvette, so
that the resolution time in our experimental setup, τR, was ca.
800 ns.29 The detecting system consisted of a 4 mm thick × 4
mm in diameter homemade ceramic piezoelectric transducer
(PZT), pressed against a cuvette side wall parallel to the laser
beam direction. The detected acoustic signals were amplified,
digitized by a digital oscilloscope (TDS 3032, Tektronix), and
stored in a personal computer for further treatment of the data.
The cuvette was in a temperature-controlled (±0.1 °C) holder.
New Coccine or 2-Hydroxybenzophenone were used as
calorimetric reference (CR) compounds in the buffer and in
CH3CN solutions, respectively.30,31 A at λexc for the CR and the
sample were matched within 5%. The signals generated by 64
laser shots for the sample and the CR each time under the same
conditions, were averaged to obtain a better signal-to-noise
ratio. The absorption spectrum of the solution was checked
before and after each set of laser shots, in order to detect
possible sample degradation. Solutions were deaerated by
bubbling N2 or O2 for 15 min before each experimental run.
Given an excited species with a lifetime of τ, if τ ≤ 1/5τR then
this species releases its heat content as prompt heat. On the
other hand, when τ > 5τR the excited species function as heat
storage within the time resolution of the LIOAS experiment.
The peak to peak amplitude of the first optoacoustic signal

(H) is related to the fraction of the excitation laser fluence (F)
absorbed by the sample by eq 2,29 which was used for the
handling of the LIOAS signals

α= − −H K F(1 10 )A (2)

where the experimental constant K contains the thermo-elastic
parameters of the solution as well as instrumental factors. A and
α represent, respectively, the absorbance of the sample at the
excitation wavelength and the fraction of the energy released to
the medium as prompt heat.
The efficiency of the Re(I) complex toward singlet oxygen

sensitization was assessed by the direct measurement of the 1O2
(1Δg) near-infrared luminescence. After the irradiation of
aerated solutions of the complex the generation of 1O2 (

1Δg)
was evidenced by the appearance of the characteristic 1O2 (

1Δg)
→ 3O2 phosphorescence at 1270 nm. Time resolved
phosphorescence detection was used for singlet oxygen
detection. The near IR luminescence of 1O2 (1Δg) was
observed at 90° geometry through a 5 mm thick antireflective
coated silicon metal filter with a wavelength pass >1.1 μm and
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an interference filter at 1.27 μm by means of a preamplified
(low impedance) Ge-photodiode (Applied Detector Corpo-
ration, time resolution 1 μs). Simple exponential analysis of the
emission decay was performed with the exclusion of the initial
part of the signal. The quantum yield of 1O2 (

1Δg) formation,
ΦΔ, was determined by measuring its phosphorescence
intensity using an optically matched solution of phenalenone
(ΦΔ = 0.98)32 as a reference sensitizer.
Protonation Studies and Spectroscopic Analysis. pKa

values were determined by spectrophotometric pH titrations
using NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 (each 0.1 M) buffer. In each
experiment, 50 mL of solution containing the Re(I) complex
([Re] = 3 × 10−5 M), initially at pH = 6.7, were turned to pH =
10.0 by addition of NaOH 3 M. After that, the pH was
gradually lowered to pH = 2.0 by addition of 50 or 100 μL
aliquots of HClO4 3 M, and then the absorption spectrum of
each solution was recorded. The procedure was repeated
reversing the pH from 2 to 10 by adding 50 to 100 μL aliquots
of NaOH 3 M. When it was necessary, the absorbances were
corrected by the appropriate dilution factors.
A bilinear regression analysis33 was applied to the

experimental absorption matrix in order to obtain information
on the spectra of the absorbing species. These methods can be
applied to bilinear spectroscopic data from a chemical reaction
to provide information about composition changes in an
evolving system. In the present work we used the alternating
least-squares (ALS) algorithm to simultaneously estimate
concentration and spectral profiles. ALS extracts useful
information from the experimental data matrix A(i × j) by
the iterative application of the following matrix product: A=
CST + E where C(i × n) is the matrix of the concentrations
profiles; ST(n × j) is that containing the spectral profiles, and
E(i × j) represents the error matrix. The indexes i, n, and j
denote the sampling pHs, absorbing species and recorded
wavelengths, respectively.
Computational Methods. DFT and TD-DFT calculations

of ground and excited state properties of different fac-
ReX(CO)3(α-diimine) complexes have been lately employed
to shed light on the role played by MLCT, LLCT and IL
electronic transitions in the absorption spectra of those Re(I)
complexes.34−43

DFT calculations on the electronic structure of the
complexes were carried out with Gaussian 09 software.44−47

Ground state geometry optimization was performed with the
B3LYP hybrid functional using the LanL2DZ basis set.48−53

The calculation yielded positive vibrational frequencies which
confirmed that the ground state structures were minima on the
energy surfaces. The energies of the vertical electronic
transitions were computed at the optimized geometry of the
ground-state by TD-DFT54−56 with the PBE0 hybrid func-
tional. The following basis sets: 6-311G, 6-311G*, and
LanL2TZ(f) (TZ, ECP + f polarization) were used in TD-
DFT calculations for C, N, O, and H atoms, Cl and S atoms
and Re atom, respectively.57,58 Solvent effects (methanol or
water) were included in both DFT and TD-DFT calculations
by way of the polarizable continuum model.59−61 The number
of calculated singlet-to-singlet electronic transitions was 110.
Output files from Gaussian 09 were analyzed with the AOMix
program.62,63 By this way, density-of-states (DOS) spectra and
percentage compositions of different molecular fragments to
molecular orbitals (MOs) were obtained. GaussSum 2.2.5
program was used to simulate absorption spectra with Gaussian

distributions with a full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) set to
3000 cm−1.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Origins of the Absorption Spectroscopy of fac-

XRe(CO)3L Complexes. In the electronic spectrum of fac-
XRe(CO)3L complexes the lowest energy absorption bands
appear in the near-UV region. Different electronic transitions,
like ligand-field (LF), metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT),
ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (LLCT), and intraligand (IL),
contribute to the near UV-spectroscopy of those Re(I)
complexes. Generally, charge transfer (CT) bands, which are
centered at λmax ∼ 330−400 nm and have extinction coefficients
of ε ∼ (2−5) × 103 M−1 cm−1, have rather longer λmax than the
more intense IL band, as the latter appears at λmax ∼ 240−320
nm and has ε ∼ 2 × 104 M−1 cm−1.1 The correctness of these
basic models has recently been questioned by TD-DFT
calculations. Since mixing usually occurs between MLCT/
LLCT or MLCT/XLCT, those transitions are now called
metal−ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (MLLCT) transitions.
For instance, in complexes like [Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl] and
[Re(bpy)(CO)3(py)]

+ (bpy = 2,2′-bipyridine, py = pyridine),
the HOMO can be described as containing more than 50% of
Re character, with contributions of around 20% each from CO
and Cl in the case of [Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl] and 20% from CO in
[Re(bpy)(CO)3(py)]

+. However, the LUMO is composed of
more than 80% of bpy character in both cases.2 Consequently, a
MLLCT character can be ascribed to the lowest energy
electronic transition. Furthermore, we have recently described
examples of water-soluble Re(I) complexes with their lowest
energy absorption bands of MLLCT character.25,64 LLCT
excited states are manifested in complexes that bear both
reducing and oxidizing type of ligands. Consequently, a charge
transfer occurs between the donor and the acceptor ligand.
Several examples of fac-XRe(CO)3L complexes with lowest
excited states featuring a LLCT character have been reported.2

As a consequence of the extremely weak donor−acceptor
electronic interaction, those complexes usually display very low
ε in their LLCT bands. A consequence of this is that, unlike to
MLCT transitions, LLCT transitions are not usually observed
directly from absorbance UV−vis spectroscopy. Since LLCT
states are frequently nonluminescent, only transient spectros-
copy can be useful to study their photophysical properties.2

Because of the last observations, LLCT states are usually elusive
when compared to MLCT states.

Absorption Spectroscopy of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2−. The

absorption spectrum of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2− in aqueous

neutral solutions, i.e. at pH = 7.0, consists of a strong
absorption band (ε ∼ 2 × 104 M−1 cm−1) centered at λmax =
296 nm with a shoulder at 333 nm. Between 350 and 400 nm,
there is a rather flat portion of the spectrum, centered at 376
nm, consisting of at least of two bands of medium intensity (ε
∼ 3 × 103 M−1 cm−1). When compared to the neutral solution,
in acidic media (pH = 2.0) the spectrum hardly experiences any
changes between 290 and 400 nm though there is an intensity
enhancement in the 220−290 nm range. In alkaline media (pH
= 10.0), however, the high energy band shifts to λmax = 291 nm
while the lowest energy bands, compared to the neutral
solutions, shift to longer wavelengths. A reversible pH
dependent ligand exchange is found in the UV−vis spectrum
of the Re(I) complex in the pH = 2.0−10.0 range. We
measured the UV−vis spectrum of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− in
NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 buffer solutions at room temperature and
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titrations were carried out by adding aqueous HClO4 to
observe spectral changes (see Figure 1a). Figure 1a can be split

in two pH ranges: (i) the spectral changes observed between
pH = 10 and pH = 7, where two isosbestic points at 255 and
345 nm can be discerned and (ii) the spectral changes observed
between pH = 7 and pH = 2 where no isosbestic points are
present. This behavior is indicative of the existence of various
species in simultaneous equilibriums. Therefore, we decided to
apply bilinear regression analysis techniques in the analysis of
the full matrix of UV−vis spectra of Figure 1a to get an
understanding of the pH influence on the corresponding
equilibriums between the different species. The estimation of
the number of independent contributions yielded n = 3. The
inset to Figure 1a shows the distribution functions for the three
species over the whole pH range. From this figure, there are
two pH values at which each pair of species has the same
concentration, i.e. 5.6 and 8.6. According to literature
reports,65,66 [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− may suffer hydrolysis in
aqueous solutions to yield [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−. With a
related water-soluble Re(I) complex, i.e., Re(CO)3(pterin)-
(H2O), we previously found that deprotonation of water
molecule to yield the hydroxo complex occurred with a pKa of
8.8.24 Consequently, the three species that should be
considered contributing to the pH dependent spectral changes
are [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−, [(OH)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
2− and

[(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
−. Therefore, pH = 8.6 can be ascribed

to the equilibrium between [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
− and [(HO)-

Re(CO)3(BCS)]
2− species. Regarding the pH = 5.6, it could be

ascribed to the replacement of Cl− by H2O in the coordination
sphere of the Re(I) complex, eq 3-4.

+

⇄ +

−

− −

[ClRe(CO) (BCS)] H O

[(H O)Re(CO) (BCS)] Cl
3

2
2

2 3 (3)

+

⇄ +

− −

− −

[ClRe(CO) (BCS)] OH

[(HO)Re(CO) (BCS)] Cl
3

2

3
2
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Figure 1b shows a comparison of the UV−vis absorption
spectra of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− in water, acetonitrile,
methanol, and ethanol solutions. It is observed that the high
energy absorption band shifts from λmax = 296 nm in water to
λmax = 291−293 nm in the organic solvents. Additionally, the
low energy band broadens and shifts to longer wavelengths.

TD-DFT Calculations. TD-DFT calculations were per-
formed on different geometry optimized structures correspond-
ing to the existing species in organic or in aqueous solutions to
better understand the solvent effects on the photophysical
properties of the Re(I) complex. In the following section, TD-
DFT results corresponding to the lowest energy band of the
Re(I) complex will be discussed in detail, as the electronic
transitions in this near UV−vis energy region are the ones
responsible of the observed luminescence of the Re(I) complex
(communicated in the Steady state and time-resolved
luminescence section, see below).
TD-DFT calculations were performed on [ClRe-

(CO)3(BCS)]
2− (PCM/MeOH and PCM/H2O) and [(H2O)-

Re(CO)3(BCS)]
− (PCM/H2O). Since TD-DFT results for

[ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2− were very similar under the polarizable

continuum model in H2O and MeOH, only the TD-DFT
calculated results for [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− (CPM/MeOH)
and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

− (CPM/H2O) will be discussed.
The calculated TD-DFT results are summarized and compared
with experimental data in Table 1 for [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− (in
MeOH) and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

− (in H2O). It is
observed that the main spectral features are predicted to a
great accuracy, both in position and relative intensities, by TD-
DFT calculations. The main MOs involved in the most intense
electronic transitions of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− and [(H2O)Re-
(CO)3(BCS)]

− in the 340−400 nm wavelength region (i.e., the
spectral region corresponding to the excitation wavelengths
used in the luminescence experiments described below) are H,
H − 1, L, and L + 1. Figures 2 and 3 show spatial plots of those
MOs for [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
−,

respectively. Spatially, L and L + 1 are very similar in shape for
both [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
−.

The difference arises in the H. For [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2−, H

is spatially limited to the vicinities of Re, Cl and the three
carbonyls. For [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−, however, H is
widespread through the whole molecule, including also distant
sulfonates.
The corresponding molecular energy and wave function (ψ)

are obtained from the calculation of an electronic structure of a
given electronic state. As ψ depends on the coordinates of all
the electrons, it is not very appropriate for interpretation.
Hence, in order to get a deeper insight into the electronic
structure of molecules, simplified notions and characteristics of
ψ are required. The most widely used procedure to get
information on the electronic structure of molecules is through
the Mulliken population analysis (MPA). The AOMIX program

Figure 1. (a) UV−vis spectrum of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2− measured in

buffer solutions at different pH values in the range 2.0−10.0. Inset:
distribution functions for the three species obtained in the bilinear
analysis of the absorption spectra in the whole pH range. (b) UV−vis
absorption spectra of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− in different solvents.
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uses MPA to calculate, for example, DOS.64 A pictorial
representation of MO compositions can be obtained from
plots of DOS spectra based on the contributions of the different
fragments in which the whole molecule can be split for analysis.
Figure 4 shows DOS spectra for [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− and
[(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−. The DOS spectra were generated
from contributions of six fragments: (i) Re atom, (ii) the three
carbonyls, (iii) Cl atom or H2O molecule, (iv) (CH3)2−
phenanthroline, (v) the two phenyl groups, and (vi) the two
sulfonates. Table 2 lists the orbital percentage composition of
the relevant MOs of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− and [(H2O)Re-
(CO)3(BCS)]

−calculated with the AOMIX program.
In MeOH, the lowest energy band of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−,
which is observed at around 385 nm, is predicted by TD-DFT
at 390.9 nm as a H − 1 → L transition. Given the orbital
percentage composition of H − 1 and L (Table 2), H − 1 → L
transition is composed of two kind of electronic transitions.
One of them is a MLLCTClRe(CO)3→BCS transition (i.e., a

delocalized ClRe(CO)3 → BCS CT transition) with most of
the electron density transferred from the Re−C and Re−Cl
bonds to the (CH3)2-phenanthroline fragment of BCS. The
other transition is an IL transition involving charge density
transferred from the sulfonates to the phenyl fragments of BCS.
Transition H − 1 → L + 1, which is predicted at 346.0 nm, is
very similar in nature to the electronic transition H − 1 → L.
The only difference arises in the higher percentage contribution
of the phenyl groups and the lower contributions of Re and Cl
fragments in L + 1 than in L. The electronic transition
predicted at 358.2 nm is a H → L + 1 transition. Since the Re
atom contribute with higher percentages to H than to H − 1,
the H → L + 1 transition has higher charge transfer character
than H − 1 → L and H − 1 → L + 1 electronic transitions. For
characterization of the electronic transitions as partial CT
transitions, the following definition of the CT character can be
used, eq 5:67

= −P PCT (%) 100( (M) (M))I g I (5)

Table 1. Comparison of experimental absorption data of the Re(I) complex in MeOH and H2O with TD-DFT calculations for
[ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−/PCM/MeOH and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
−/PCM/H2O, respectively. Electronic transitions are

computed at the PBE0-CPM/LanL2TZ(f)/6-311G/6-311G* level of theory

solvent
λobs/nm

(ε/103 M−1cm−1) λcalc/nm ( fosc) major contributions to the electronic transitions (% coefficients)

MeOH 385 (4.9) 390.9 (0.112) H − 1 → L (92%)
358.2 (0.1223) H → L + 1 (85%)
346.0 (0.1617) H − 1 → L + 1 (95%)

329 (11.2) 330.3 (0.0644) H − 7 → L (15%), H − 5 → L (69%)
325.4 (0.1344) H − 2 → L + 1 (93%)
300.7 (0.2059) H − 7 → L (35%), H − 6 → L + 1 (21%), H − 5 → L (14%)

291 (37.8) 294.1 (0.4402) H − 8 → L (67%), H − 5 → L + 1 (11%)
285.9 (0.1676) H − 8 → L + 1 (10%), H − 7 → L (28%), H − 6 → L + 1 (41%)
273.2 (0.0577) H − 8 → L + 1 (40%)
272.8 (0.0797) H − 15 → L (60%)

263 (27.0) 263.5 (0.1688) H → L + 2 (30%), H → L + 4 (28%), H → L + 8 (11%)
252.2 (0.0569) H − 18 → L (62%)
233.2 (0.0724) H − 19 → L (15%), H − 6 → L + 2 (15%), H → L + 11 (15%), H → L + 14 (12%)
232.3 (0.1012) H − 23 → L (16%), H − 1 → L + 8 (20%), H − 1 → L + 11 (18%), H − 1 → L + 14 (10%)
232.1 (0.071) H − 21 → L (21%), H − 6 → L + 2 (15%), H − 3 → L + 2 (13%)
231.9 (0.0524) H − 22 → L (13%), H − 21 → L (31%)
231.7 (0.0522) H − 22 → L (40%), H − 4 → L + 2 (14%)
227.8 (0.0536) H − 6 → L + 3 (13%), H → L + 7 (28%)
224.9 (0.0735) H − 7 → L + 4 (13%), H − 6 → L + 3 (26%), H − 5 → L + 4 (12%)

water 378 (5.2) 385.7 (0.1943) H → L (92%)
337.2 (0.2897) H → L + 1 (89%)

324 (17.5) 320.9 (0.2831) H − 5 → L (21%), H − 3 → L + 1 (36%), H − 1 → L + 1 (33%)
312.3 (0.067) H − 6 → L (76%)
297.1 (0.1105) H − 10 → L (33%), H − 8 → L (22%), H − 7 → L + 1 (16%)

295 (44.6) 293.4 (0.1468) H − 3 → L + 2 (10%), H − 1 → L + 2 (10%), H → L + 3 (22%), H → L + 5 (12%)
291.1 (0.2785) H − 7 → L + 1 (13%), H − 5 → L + 1 (49%)
283.5 (0.076) H − 6 → L + 1 (64%)

250 (32.0) 259.2 (0.0669) H − 15 → L (69%)
249.1 (0.1093) H − 3 → L + 4 (16%), H − 1 → L + 4 (18%), H → L + 3 (15%), H → L + 5 (20%)
246.0 (0.0882) H − 13 → L + 1 (17%), H − 3 → L + 4 (13%), H → L + 3 (12%), H → L + 5 (20%)
234.9 (0.0608) H - 4 → L + 9 (14%), H − 3 → L + 11 (21%), H − 1 → L + 11 (19%)
234.0 (0.1626) H − 3 → L + 5 (17%), H − 1 → L + 5 (15%), H → L + 6 (13%)
230.4 (0.0924) H − 6 → L + 2 (52%), H − 6 → L + 4 (15%)
226.1 (0.0832) H − 6 → L + 3 (11%), H − 6 → L + 5 (10%), H − 5 → L + 4 (20%)
225.4 (0.0759) H − 4 → L + 3 (13%), H − 4 → L + 5 (11%), H → L + 9 (10%)
218.9 (0.0511) H − 7 → L + 4 (12%), H − 6 → L + 3 (22%), H − 6 → L + 5 (10%)
216.8 (0.0663) H − 10 → L + 2 (10%), H − 6 → L + 4 (15%), H − 5 → L + 3 (10%)
210.8 (0.0639) H − 10 → L + 3 (17%), H − 6 → L + 5 (23%)
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In this equation, Pg(M) and PI(M) represent the metal
electronic density in the ground state and the I-th excited state,
respectively. MLCT transitions correspond to positive CTI(M)
values while negative CTI(M) values correspond to LMCT
transitions.67

For a H − n → L + m excitation, the CT character becomes

= −− +CT (%) %(Re) %(Re)n mH L (6)

If the excited state is formed by more than one one-electron
excitation, then the metal CT character of this excited state is
expressed in eq 7 as a sum of CT characters of each
participating excitation, i → j.67

∑= → −C i j M MCT(%) [ ( )] [%( ) %( ) ]
i

i jI I
2

(7)

where CI(i → j) are the appropriate coefficients of the Ith
transition giving the percentage contribution of a configuration
to the resulting excited state TD-DFT wave function.
Therefore, with the aid of eqs 4−6 and the orbital percentages
of Table 2, for [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−, a 47% of CT can be
calculated for H → L + 1 transition. On the other hand, H − 1
→ L and H − 1 → L + 1 electronic transitions have 37 and
38% of CT, respectively.
For the [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

− complex, in H2O, TD-
DFT predicts two low energy electronic transitions in the 340−
390 nm spectral region: a H → L transition at 385.6 nm and a
H → L + 1 transition at 337.2 nm. Both can be described as

admixtures of MLLCT and IL electronic transitions. For H →
L and H → L + 1 transitions, 25 and 27% of CT can be
calculated, respectively. Therefore, the balance between
MLLCT and IL is inclined toward the latter and the IL states
seem to play a predominant role in the photophysical processes
in aqueous solutions. To ease the comparison with
experimental data, TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions
were used to simulate the absorption spectra of [ClRe-
(CO)3(BCS)]

2− and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
− with the aid

of eq 868 by summing Gaussian functions centered at each
calculated wavelength with the maxima related to the value of
the oscillator strengths ( fosc)

ε υ
υ

υ υ
υ

̃ = ×
Δ ̃

−
̃ − ̃
Δ ̃

− −

→
⎡

⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥

f( )
2.175 10 L mol cm

( )

exp 2.772 i f

8 1 2

1/2
osc

1/2

2

(8)

where Δ1/2υ̃ and υ̃i→f (both in units of cm−1) are the
parametrical value of the fwhm of the band and the frequency
corresponding to the wavelength of the calculated electronic
transition, respectively. Figure 5 shows the simulations and the
values of fosc in comparison with the experimental absorptions.
The simulated spectra follow the observed absorptions with
great accuracy both in position and relative intensities showing
that the comparison is quite satisfactory.

Steady State and Time-Resolved Luminescence. The
steady state luminescence of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− shows a
strong solvent and excitation wavelength dependence. Figure 6
shows the emission spectrum of N2-deaerated solutions of the

Figure 2. Frontier orbital diagram for [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2−/PCM/

MeOH (isovalue =0.02). H − 1 → L, H − 1 → L + 1 and H → L + 1
are the main transitions involved in the low energy absorption band of
the complex in MeOH. Optimized geometries and TD-DFT
calculations were carried out including solvent effects through the
polarizable continuum model (PCM). See text for details.

Figure 3. Frontier orbital diagram for [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
−/

PCM/H2O (isovalue =0.02). H → L and H → L + 1 are the main
transitions involved in the low energy absorption band of the complex
in aqueous solutions. Optimized geometries and TD-DFT calculations
were carried out including solvent effects through the polarizable
continuum model (PCM). See text for details.
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Re(I) complex in H2O, CH3CN, MeOH and EtOH with λexc =
350 and 400 nm. When the spectrum was taken in water, λexc =
350 nm, the emission occurred peaking at λmax = 451 nm, with a
shoulder at longer wavelengths centered around 570 nm. In the
same solvent, however, when the excitation wavelength was 400
nm, the main emission peaked at 577 nm and only vestiges of
the high energy band centered at 451 nm can be observed. In
CH3CN, EtOH, and MeOH, with λexc = 350 nm, the maximum
of the luminescence spectrum occurred at 576, 590, and 595

nm, respectively. When the excitation wavelength was 400 nm,
the emission peaked at 585, 591, and 590 nm in CH3CN,
EtOH, and MeOH, respectively (not shown).
A sum of two exponentials were required to achieve a

satisfactory fit of the emission decay profiles of the O2-free
Re(I) complex solutions in the organic solvents. A fast
component decay, τshort ≈ 5 ns, was nearly independent of
the solvent. However, the slow component decay lifetime, τlong,
was 148, 131, and 95 ns in CH3CN, EtOH and MeOH,
respectively. The presence of O2 in the solutions quenched
both the steady state and time-resolved luminescence of the
Re(I) complex in the organic solvents. For instance, in MeOH,
τlong = 63.0 ns in air equilibrated solutions while τlong = 30 ns in
O2 equilibrated solutions. A similar decrease of τlong with the

Figure 4. Total density of states (TDOS) and partial density of states
(DOS) plots for (a) [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−/PCM/MeOH and (b)
[(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−/PCM/H2O generated from contributions
of six fragments: (i) Re atom, (ii) the three carbonyls, (iii) Cl atom, or
H2O molecule, (iv) (CH3)2−phenanthroline, (v) the two phenyl
groups and (vi) the two sulfonates. The lines mark the position in
energy of the different MOs. Optimized geometries and TD-DFT
calculations were carried out including solvent effects through the
polarizable continuum model (PCM). See text for details.

Table 2. Composition (% character) of relevant Molecular Orbitals of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2− and [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−

calculated with the AOMIX program. MO energies are computed at the PBE0-CPM/LanL2TZ(f)/6-311G/6-311G* level of
theory

compound MO (energy/eV) Re CO Cl/H2O (CH3)2−phen phenyls sulfonates

[ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2− H − 1 (−6.72) 40.3 18.5 14.0 19.9 5.8 1.5

HOMO (−6.61) 50.4 24.4 18.5 5.0 1.4 0.3
LUMO (−2.72) 3.3 3.4 1.0 82.5 9.2 0.6
L + 1 (−2.41) 0.3 0.8 0.0 83.3 14.6 1.1

[(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
− HOMO (−6.96) 31.0 14.7 1.3 39.0 10.5 3.5

LUMO (−2.95) 4.6 5.7 0.8 80.3 8.1 0.6
L + 1 (−2.55) 0.4 0.8 0.0 85.0 12.9 0.9

Figure 5. Comparison of the UV−vis absorption spectrum (black
lines) with TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions (blue lines) and
simulated spectra (red lines) for (a) [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−/PCM/
MeOH and (b) [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−/PCM/H2O.
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increase of O2 concentration was observed in CH3CN and/or
EtOH solutions, see Table 3.
The effect of pH on the luminescence of the Re(I) complex

was studied in air equilibrated NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 buffer
solutions between pH = 2.0 and pH = 10.0 under similar
experimental conditions to those used to investigate the effect
of pH upon UV−vis absorption spectra (see Figure 7a). In the
pH range between 10.0 and 7.5, the luminescence spectrum
shows two band maxima centered at 410 and 570 nm and the
luminescence quantum yield remains nearly constant, i.e. Φem
≈ 0.012. Decreasing the pH of the solution from 7.0 to 2.0
produces a dramatic increase in the luminescence quantum
yield (by nearly a 6-fold, see inset to Figure 7a) as well as a
bathochromic shift of the emission maximum from 410 to 451
nm. The emission centered at 570 nm, which was evident at pH
< 7, is still present as a shoulder in the long wavelength tail of
the luminescence. When the same experiment was carried out
in the presence of NaCl 0.1 M, the decrease of the pH of the
solution from 7.0 to 2.0 produced an increase in the
luminescence quantum yield by only a factor of 2 (Spectra
not shown).
In air equilibrated aqueous solutions, when the luminescence

decays were monitored at λem = 451 nm, τshort and τlong were pH
dependent. Between pH = 2.0 and pH = 7.0, τlong ≈ 7 ns and
then it was observed to decrease to τlong ≈ 4 ns at pH = 10.0.
Nevertheless, the fast component decay remains constant
between pH = 2.0 and pH = 5.5 (τshort ≈ 2.2 ns), then it reaches
a maximum value of 3.0 ns at pH = 7.0, and afterward it
decreases monotonically to τshort ≈ 1.1−1.3 ns at higher pHs,
see Table 4. Those lifetimes were nearly independent of O2
concentration. For instance, τshort = 2.9, 3.0, and 2.6 ns and τlong
= 6.6, 6.5, and 6.0 ns in N2, air and O2 equilibrated pH = 7.0
solutions, respectively. However, when the luminescence

decays were monitored at λem = 570 nm, τshort and τlong, in
N2-deaerated solutions, were 10 and 105 ns, respectively, with a
decrease of τlong with the increase of O2 concentration, see
Table 3.
A similar study of the pH effect on the luminescence of BCS

was conducted for comparative purposes. Like other 2,9-aryl-
substituted 1,10-phenanthrolines,69 the BCS ligand experiences
a single protonation event on N1−N10 with pKa = 5.7−5.8.70
The protonation of sulfonates in BCS is not expected at pH >
2.7.70 The nonprotonated form of BCS displays a luminescence
centered at 398 nm (see Figure 7b). After protonation, there is
a bathochromic shift of the emission maximum to 451 nm with
an increase in the luminescence quantum yield from Φem = 0.20
at pH = 10.0 to Φem = 0.33 at pH = 4.0 (see inset to Figure 7b).
The luminescence lifetimes of BCS are 6.5 and 14.0 ns at pH =
4.0, and 3.5 ns at pH = 9.0. The acid−base behavior of the
luminescence of BCS is consistent with the protonation/
deprotonation effect on the luminescence of 2,9-aryl-
substituted 1,10-phenanthrolines.69 Indeed, 2,9-aryl-substituted

Figure 6. Solvent and excitation wavelength dependence of [ClRe-
(CO)3(BCS)]

2− emission spectrum. Solutions were deaerated by
bubbling N2.

Table 3. Re(I) Complex Luminescence Lifetimes (λexc = 341 nm, λob = 570 nm), Quantum Yields, and Bimolecular Rate
Constants (kq) for the Quenching of the Emission by Molecular Oxygen, in the Organic Solvents, and in Aqueous Buffer
Solutions (pH = 7.0)

solvent τshort(N2)/ns τlong(N2)/ns τshort(air)/ns τlong(air)/ns τshort(O2)/ns τlong(O2)/ns kq/10
9 M−1 s−1 Φem(air) (±10%)

MeOH 7 ± 2 95 ± 8 7 ± 2 63 ± 2 5 ± 1 30 ± 2 2.2 ± 0.1 8.8 × 10−3

EtOH 4.6 ± 0.1 131 ± 2 4.5 ± 0.6 81 ± 4 3.9 ± 0.1 33.7 ± 0.4 2.20 ± 0.05 1.3 × 10−2

CH3CN 5 ± 1 148 ± 11 8 ± 2 80 ± 11 8 ± 2 35 ± 1 2.4 ± 0.1 2.6 × 10−2

H2O 10 ± 2 105 ± 10 8 ± 2 96 ± 10 9 ± 2 71 ± 7 3.7 ± 0.1 1.3 × 10−2

Figure 7. pH dependence of the emission spectrum (λexc = 350 nm)
for air equilibrated solutions of: (a) the Re(I) complex and (b) BCS.
Each inset shows the pH dependence of the corresponding emission
quantum yield. See text for details.
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1,10-phenanthrolines fluorescence is of 1ππ* character, with
emission maxima, fluorescence lifetime, and fluorescence
quantum yields in dichloromethane between λmax ≈ 374 and
408 nm, τ ≈ 1.2 and 2 ns and Φem ≈ 0.08 and 0.33,
respectively. On the other hand, protonated 2,9-aryl-substituted
1,10-phenanthrolines show emission maxima, fluorescence
lifetime, and fluorescence quantum yields in dichloromethane
between λmax ≈ 474 and 600 nm, τ ≈ 3.3 and 8.7 ns and Φem ≈
0.01 and 0.50, respectively.69

We applied bilinear regression analysis techniques in the
study of the full matrix of luminescence spectra of Figure 7,
parts a and b. For BCS, the estimation of the number of
independent contributions yielded n = 2. Figure 8a shows the
luminescence spectra of the two emitting species with the
corresponding distribution functions for BCS. From those
distribution functions a pKa corresponding to the protonation/
deprotonation of the excited state, i.e. pKa* = 6.6, can be
obtained. Therefore, the 1ππ* excited state of BCS is less basic
than the ground state by nearly 1 order of magnitude of Ka. On
the other hand, the estimation of the number of independent
species which contribute to the spectral changes of Figure 7a
yielded n = 3. Figure 8b shows the spectral profiles of the three
emitting species with the corresponding distribution functions
for the Re(I) complex. After comparison of Figure 8, parts a
and b, it can be concluded that the spectra in both figures
corresponding to the species Sp2 are nearly the same while the
ones corresponding to the species Sp1 are very similar. In
Figure 8b, Sp1 prevails at pH between 10.0 and 7.0 while Sp2 is
more abundant at pH < 6.0. Moreover, the spectrum which
corresponds to the specie Sp3 in Figure 8b is very similar to the
luminescence spectra of the Re(I) complex in aqueous
solutions after excitation with λexc = 400 nm (Figure 6). This
species emits in the whole pH range.
Table 4 shows also the pH dependence of the luminescence

quantum yield of each species (i.e., Φem(Sp1), Φem(Sp2) and
Φem(Sp3)) calculated from the total luminescence quantum
yield (Φem, Table 4) and the distributions functions of Figure
8b.
Photophysical Processes of the Re(I) complex.

Equations 9−11 summarize the series of events occurring

Table 4. Re(I) Complex Luminescence Lifetimes (λexc = 341 nm, λob = 451 nm) and Quantum Yields in the Aqueous Buffer Air-
Saturated Solutions at Different pHsa

pH τshort/ns (±25%) τlong/ns (±5%) Φem (±10%) Φem(Sp1) (±20%) Φem(Sp2) (±20%) Φem(Sp3) (±20%)

2.0 2.2 7.1 6.7 × 10−2 <1 × 10−4 6.2 × 10−2 4.9 × 10−3

2.5 2.2 7.0 6.8 × 10−2 2.3 × 10−4 6.3 × 10−2 4.7 × 10−3

3.0 2.1 7.0 6.7 × 10−2 2.5 × 10−4 6.2 × 10−2 4.6 × 10−3

3.5 2.3 7.0 6.8 × 10−2 4.1 × 10−4 6.3 × 10−2 4.7 × 10−3

4.0 2.3 7.1 6.3 × 10−2 5.3 × 10−4 5.8 × 10−2 4.4 × 10−3

4.5 1.9 7.0 5.8 × 10−2 1.1 × 10−3 5.2 × 10−2 4.5 × 10−3

5.0 2.4 7.0 5.3 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−3 4.7 × 10−2 4.6 × 10−3

5.5 2.2 7.0 3.9 × 10−2 3.3 × 10−3 3.1 × 10−2 4.6 × 10−3

6.0 2.7 7.0 2.8 × 10−2 5.4 × 10−3 1.8 × 10−2 4.4 × 10−3

6.5 2.9 6.9 1.8 × 10−2 6.8 × 10−3 7.3 × 10−3 3.9 × 10−3

7.0 3.0 6.5 1.3 × 10−2 7.8 × 10−3 1.8 × 10−3 3.4 × 10−3

7.5 2.5 5.0 1.3 × 10−2 9.1 × 10−3 <1 × 10−4 3.9 × 10−3

8.0 2.6 4.7 1.2 × 10−2 8.5 × 10−3 <1 × 10−4 3.5 × 10−3

8.5 1.9 4.2 1.2 × 10−2 8.6 × 10−3 <1 × 10−4 3.4 × 10−3

9.0 1.3 3.9 1.1 × 10−2 7.9 × 10−3 <1 × 10−4 3.0 × 10−3

9.5 1.1 3.8 1.2 × 10−2 7.9 × 10−3 <1 × 10−4 4.0 × 10−3

10.0 1.4 3.9 1.2 × 10−2 7.7 × 10−3 <1 × 10−4 4.3 × 10−3

aSee text for details.

Figure 8. Spectral shapes for the different species and their
distribution functions obtained from bilinear regression analysis of
pH dependent emission spectral changes experienced by (a) BCS and
(b) the Re(I) complex (see Figure 7). See text for details.
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after optical excitation of XRe(CO)3L complexes with photonic
energies ≤340 kJ/mol. In this energy region 1IL states are
usually not populated. 3MLCT is generated by intersystem
crossing (ISC) from the first excited singlet state (1MLCT) in a
few hundred femtoseconds.1 Equations 10 and 11 represent the
3MLCT exited state decay by monomolecular radiative and
nonradiative processes.

→ ⎯→⎯
υ

[XRe(CO) L] MLCT MLCT
h k

3
1 3isc

(9)

υ→ +MLCT [XRe(CO) L] h
k3

3 em
r

(10)

→MLCT [XRe(CO) L]
k3

3
nr

(11)

Equations 9−11 reflect the photophysical behavior of XRe-
(CO)3L complexes with L= bpy or phen and X=CF3SO3 and/
or py, since nor bpy, phen, py or CF3SO3 have significant 1IL
states at energies ≤340 kJ/mol (λexc ≥ 350 nm). However,
when the 1IL states have significant absorptions at the photonic
energies used, their population have also to be considered, eq
12:

→ ⎯→⎯
υ

[XRe(CO) L] IL IL
h k

3
1 3isc

(12)

By comparison with previous studies,2 the luminescence of the
[ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− complex in organic solvents can be
attributed to the 3MLLCT. Moreover, the triplet character of
the emitting excited state is manifested in the intrinsic
quenching effect by O2 in organic solvents. The values of the
emission lifetimes in the absence and in the presence of oxygen
(τ0 and τ, respectively) were used to determine the bimolecular
rate constants of the quenching of [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−

emission by oxygen (kq, Table 3) from the slopes of the linear
Stern−Volmer plots (τ0/τ = 1 + kqτ0[O2]). The saturated
oxygen solubility at 1.013 bar O2 partial pressure in the organic
solvents and water, [O2]P=1, were taken from literature
values28,72 to calculate the oxygen solubility at 1.013 bar of
air according to [O2] = 0.21(PA − Pv)[O2]P=1,

71 where PA and
Pv are the atmospheric pressure and the vapor pressure of the
solvent, respectively. The values of kq obtained for the three
organic solvents are between 2.2 and 2.4 × 109 M−1 s−1 while kq
= 3.7 × 109 M−1 s−1 in H2O, see Table 3. They are in good
agreement with kq values reported for similar Re(I)
complexes.13,37

On the other hand, luminescence experiments carried out in
aqueous media are only compatible with the presence of both
1IL and 3MLLCT emitting species. Indeed, the effect of pH on
the luminescence of the Re(I) complex can be explained on the
basis of the coexistence of (i) a 3MLLCT excited state
(corresponding to Sp3 in Figure 8b) which follows a moderate
dependence of Φem vs pH and (ii) two forms of coordinated
BCS (Sp2/Sp1 species in Figure 8a) with a Φem strongly pH-
dependent. These two forms of coordinated BCS show a
sigmoid dependence of Φem vs pH (similar to the pH
dependence of Φem of the ligand BCS, compare insets to
Figures 7a and 7b), with a ratio of Φem,(pH=2)/Φem,(pH=10) ≈ 5.6.
However, the ratio of Φem,(pH=2)/Φem,(pH=10) for the free BCS
ligand is only 1.5. The enhancement of Φem of the Re(I)
complex as pH decreases can be rationalized in terms of the
equilibriums of eqs 3 and 4. In a pH range between 10.0 and
7.0, both [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− and [(OH)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
2−

species are in a pH dependent equilibrium. Therefore, the
charge density over the Re center should be nearly invariant,

and the coordinated BCS may experience a small and
approximately constant positive charge, δ+. In this pH range
Φem is nearly invariant. Note also that the emission spectrum of
Sp1 in Figure 8b is more similar to the spectrum of BCS at pH
= 7.0 than to the spectrum of BCS at pH = 10.0 (compare
Figures 7b and 8b). At pH = 7.0, the protonated and bare forms
of BCS in the excited state have similar concentrations
(remember that pKa* = 6.6 for BCS). This suggests that in
the Re(I) complex over the 10−7 pH range, the coordinated
BCS ligand might be experiencing a δ+ ≈ +1/2e (e = electron
charge). In the pH range between 7.0 and 2.0, the replacement
of Cl− by H2O in the coordination sphere of the Re(I) complex
enhances the formal charge of the Re(I) center to δ+ ≈ +1e,
with a consequent enhancement of Φem. It is to noteworthy
that when the equilibrium of eq 3 was displaced to the left by
performing the pH-dependent experiment on the luminescence
of the Re(I) complex in the presence of an excess of NaCl,
Φem,(pH=2)/Φem,(pH=10) was only 2, in contrast to the value of
Φem,(pH=2)/Φem,(pH=10) = 5.6 which is observed in the absence of
NaCl. The latter experiment clearly demonstrated that, when
the concentration of Re(I) complexes bearing Cl− species was
enhanced, and thus mean δ+ over the coordinated BCS is
reduced, the 1IL emission peaking at 410 nm is favored against
the one centered at 451 nm.
The solvent dependent balance between 1IL and 3MLLCT

excited states, which tune the photophysical properties of the
Re(I) complex, is governed by the replacement of Cl− by H2O
in aqueous media. In fact, TD-DFT calculations reveal that in
MeOH, where the Re(I) complex has the [ClRe-
(CO)3(BCS)]

2− structure, the relevant singlet−singlet elec-
tronic transitions leading to the population of the emitting 1IL
and 3MLLCT excited states are H → L + 1 (at 358.2 nm), H −
1 → L (at 390.9 nm) and H − 1 → L + 1 (at 346.0 nm). The
corresponding charge transfer percentages (% CT) for those
electronic transitions are 47, 37 and 38% for H → L + 1, H − 1
→ L and H − 1 → L + 1, respectively. Under the PCM,
replacement of MeOH by H2O with the same Re(I) complex
structure has minimal effects on the calculated TD-DFT
electronic transitions, i.e. H→ L + 1 (at 357.5 nm), H − 1→ L
(at 389.9 nm) and H − 1 → L + 1 (at 345.2 nm) are obtained
with nearly the same fosc as in the case of PCM/MeOH. On the
other hand, TD-DFT calculations of the [(H2O)Re-
(CO)3(BCS)]

−/PCM/H2O system show significant differences
when compared to TD-DFT calculations with [ClRe-
(CO) 3 (BCS ) ] 2 − /PCM/MeOH . Fo r [ (H 2O)Re -
(CO)3(BCS)]

−/PCM/H2O, the relevant singlet−singlet elec-
tronic transitions leading to the population of the emitting 1IL
and 3MLLCT excited states are H→ L (at 385.7 nm) and H→
L + 1 (at 337.2 nm), with 25 and 27% of CT, respectively.
Moreover, the significant decrease of the % CT when passing
from [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− to [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
− is in

agreement with the increase of IL character of HOMO in
[(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

− (See Table 2) relative to [ClRe-
(CO)3(BCS)]

2−. Therefore, the balance between 3MLLCT and
1IL is inclined toward the latter in aqueous solutions and the
luminescence of the Re(I) complex is governed by 1IL states. In
the organic solvents, however, the outcome is the opposite and
the photophysical properties of the Re(I) complex are dictated
by 3MLLCT excited states.

Singlet Oxygen Generation and LIOAS Experiments.
Singlet oxygen generation by the Re(I) complex in both D2O
and acetonitrile solutions were analyzed by time-resolved
phosphorescence measurements. The phosphorescence of
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CH3CN solutions showed clear evidence of singlet oxygen
formation. Nevertheless, singlet oxygen generation in D2O
solutions could not be detected under our experimental
conditions. Linear correlations were obtained from the plots
of the dependence of the singlet oxygen phosphorescence
intensity emission at zero time, S(0), as a function of the laser
energy, for the complex and the reference. From these slopes
and the usual procedure described elsewhere73 the determined
quantum yield of O2(

1Δg) production was ΦΔ = 0.50 ± 0.05
and ΦΔ ≤ 0.05 in CH3CN and D2O, respectively.
The photophysical and photochemical pathways of eqs 9−12

have to be considered in order to find an expression for ΦΔ as a
function of the excited-state parameters of the sensitizer.
XRe(CO)3L complexes may be used as sensitizers in the
presence of oxygen, and 1O2 (

1Δg) may be produced by energy
transfer from the 3S (3MLLCT) to molecular oxygen. The
quenching mechanism of the excited triplet state of a sensitizer
S by oxygen has been previously reported,74 eq 13

In the first step of the quenching, the excited sensitizer 3S*
and 3O2 diffuse together to form the excited encounter
complexes 1,3,5(3S*...3O2) with spin multiplicity m = 1, 3, and
5 and with a diffusion-controlled rate constant kd. These
complexes dissociate with rate constant k−d or react to yield

1O2
(either 1Δgor

1Σg
+) or 3O2. The quintet complex, 5(3S*...3O2),

has no direct product channel.71 kΔ stands for the rate constant
of the energy transfer process from 3S to yield 1O2 and kTd
represents the catalyzed triplet decay by molecular oxygen and
kD = kΔ + kTd. The quantum yield of singlet oxygen production
(ΦΔ) is given by eqs 14−16:

Φ = ΦΔ P fT O
T

O
T

2 2 (14)

τ τ
τ

=
+ +
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k

k k k
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[O ]
[O ] 1 1

nr
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T q 2

r q 2
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0 0
2

(15)

= Δf
k
kO

T

D
2 (16)

where ΦT is the quantum yield of triplet formation; PO2

T is the

proportion of triplet states quenched by O2; fO2

T is the fraction
of triplet states quenched by O2 which yield 1O2 (

1Δg) (also
named as the efficiency of singlet oxygen formation); kq is the
total quenching rate constant of triplet state by oxygen; τ0 and τ
are the triplet lifetimes in the absence and in the presence of
oxygen, respectively. The mechanism was originally derived for
singlet oxygen generation from the triplet states of organic
sensitizers, and therefore ISC between the complexes
1,3,5(3S*···3O2) of different spin multiplicity was not taken
into account.75 By using the luminescence lifetimes in N2 and
in air, the value of PO2

T calculated in CH3CN solutions yields PO2

T

= 0.46. Since it has been reported that ΦT is unity due to the
high degree of spin−orbit coupling in such heavy metal
systems,76 when compared to ΦΔ, this PO2

T value reflects

essentially that fO2

T is unity. Since kd in acetonitrile is around 3 ×
1010 M−1 s−1,37,41 the value of kq obtained for the complex is
≤1/9kd. Therefore, a predominance of the singlet channel in the

mechanism of singlet oxygen generation was observed when
this complex was used as photosensitizer.13,39

The overall rate constant kD is calculated from experimental
kq by eq 17:

=
−

−k
k k

k kD
d q

d q (17)

The dissociative rate constant, k−d, is calculated according to
k−d/kd = 1 M, where M is the unit mole per litter.71 The
calculated value of kD is 2.6 × 109 M−1 s−1. The multiplicity-
normalized rate constants, kΔE

nCT/m (i.e., kΔE
1Σ /1, kΔE

1Δ /1 and kΔE
3Σ /

3) depend for 3S* sensitizers with high oxidation potentials and
minimum CT interactions between 3S* and O2 on the excess
energy (ΔE) for formation of 1O2 (1Σg

+), 1O2 (1Δg) and 3O2
(3Σg

−) in a common way.71 With the known value of the triplet
sensitizer energy, the absolute contribution from the non
charge-transfer path (nCT) to deactivation, eq 18, can be
calculated with the aid of the polynomial expression of eq 19
via the corresponding excess energies ΔE (in kJ/mol):71

= + +Δ Δ
Σ

Δ
Δ

Δ
Σk k k kE E E E

nCT 1 1 3

(18)

= + × Δ

− × Δ + × Δ
+ × Δ

Δ
− −

− −

−

k m s E

E E
E

log( / ) 9.05 9 10

1.15 10 1.15 10
9.1 10

E
nCT 1 3

4 2 7 3

11 4 (19)

where the excess energies are ΔE = ET − 157, ΔE = ET − 94
and ΔE = ET = 207.7 (λem = 576 nm in CH3CN) for log (kΔE

1Σ ),
log (kΔE

1Δ ) and log (kΔE
3Σ ), respectively.71 The relative importance

between charge-transfer (CT) and non charge-transfer (nCT)
deactivation mechanisms can be assessed by the quantity pCT
which is defined, by eq 20, as the relative weight of charge
transfer deactivation referred to the overall deactivation of the
excited state by O2.

=
− Δp

k k
k

CT ED
nCT

D (20)

The calculated value of kΔE
nCT is 2.1 × 109 s−1. Thus, the

calculated values of kΔE
nCT are very close to the experimental kD,

with pCT ∼ 0.11, implying a dominance of the nCT
mechanism in the overall deactivation of the excited state by
O2.
The fact that 1O2 (

1Δg) is not generated in aqueous solutions
is related to two factors: (i) the low 3MLLCT emission (note
that in Table 4 Φem(Sp3) is always below 5 × 10−3) and (ii) the
low proportion of triplet states quenched by O2 in that solvent
(a value of only PO2

T = 0.09 can be calculated from luminescence
lifetimes of Table 3). This is in agreement with our previous
results in relation to the photosensitized generation of singlet
oxygen from structurally related Re(I) complexes: 1O2 (1Δg)
generation was not observed when the luminescence quantum
yields of the Re(I) complexes were as low as Φem∼ 10−3.28

We turn now to LIOAS experiments. The photoacoustic
signal in both solvents showed the same behavior: no time shift
or changes of shape, with respect to the calorimetric reference
signal (See inset of Figure 9 for aqueous buffer solutions).
Linear relationships in both solvents were obtained between the
amplitude of the first optoacoustic signal (H) and the excitation
fluence (F) for samples and references at various A, in a fluence
range between 1 and 30 J/m2. The ratio between the slopes of
these lines for sample and reference yielded the values of α for
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the samples. For the complex in CH3CN solution, see Figure 9,
the slopes depended on the specific atmosphere and were
different from the CR in the presence of oxygen, while for the
aqueous solutions they were independent of the O2
concentration. From these plots, considering that αR = 1 for
CR, the α values were calculated for the complex in both
solvents. For the case of buffer aqueous solutions, the slope
obtained was the same that the CR measured at the same
experimental conditions, as shown in Figure 9. A similar
behavior was observed for deoxygenated CH3CN solutions.
Therefore, α = 1.00 ± 0.04 were obtained in aqueous solutions
(either under N2 or O2 atmosphere) and in CH3CN under N2
atmosphere. Consequently, in these conditions, this complex
released to the medium all the absorbed energy as prompt heat
(integrated by the transducer) in processes faster than τR/5.
For the oxygen saturated CH3CN solutions, the slopes
observed in the plots of H vs F were lower than the CR
ones, and the α value obtained was α = 0.86 ± 0.05. These
values combined with fluorescence data and singlet oxygen
quantum yield production fit the energy balance of eq 21:

α= Φ + + ΦE E E Ea em em a st st (21)

where Eem is the 0−0 luminescence energy, Ea is the molar
energy of the laser pulse (hc/λexc), Est is the molar energy
content of the species formed with a quantum yield Φst which
stores energy for a time longer than the heat integration time
and decays with a lifetime τ. When singlet oxygen acts as
storing species, the corresponding values for this species are
Φem ≈ 0, Φst = ΦΔ and τ = τΔ. Since in acetonitrile τΔ ∼ 40
μs,74 1O2 (1Δg) acts as an energy store within the time
resolution of the LIOAS experiment.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Steady state and time-resolved luminescence and calorimetric
studies, as well as TD-DFT calculations, reveal that the
photophysical properties of the [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2− complex
are governed by the interplay between 3MLLCT and 1IL states.

In organic solvents like CH3CN or MeOH, 3MLLCT states
prevail and the usual expected behavior is observed: bath-
ochromic shift of the emission maximum, a reduced
luminescence quantum yield and the shortening of the
excited-state lifetime upon increasing the polarity of the solvent
system. In addition, 1O2 is generated with high quantum yields
by the quenching of the 3MLLCT luminescence by 3O2. In
CH3CN, the fraction of triplet states quenched by O2 which
yield 1O2 is nearly unity. In aqueous solutions, however, due to
the hydrolysis of the Re(I) complex, the replacement of Cl− by
H2O in the metal coordination sphere alters the photophysical
behavior dramatically. The contribution of 3MLLCT lumines-
cence to Φem drops and 1IL states govern the photophysical
behavior. A direct consequence is that 1O2 is not detected in
D2O solutions. Moreover, the variation of the pH of the
solution tunes the photophysical properties of the Re(I)
complex by changing the relative amounts of [ClRe-
(CO)3(BCS)]

2−, [(OH)Re(CO)3(BCS)]
2− and [(H2O)Re-

(CO)3(BCS)]
− species. Decreasing the pH of the solution

from 7.0 to 2.0 produces a remarkable increase in the
luminescence quantum yield by nearly a 6-fold. TD-DFT
calculations of the [(H2O)Re(CO)3(BCS)]

−/PCM/H2O sys-
tem show a significant decrease in the charge transfer
percentages for the main electronic transitions when compared
to [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]

2−/PCM/MeOH, in agreement with the
increase of IL character of HOMO in [(H2O)Re-
(CO)3(BCS)]

− relative to [ClRe(CO)3(BCS)]
2−. Therefore,

the balance between 3MLLCT and 1IL is inclined toward the
latter in aqueous solutions and the luminescence of the Re(I)
complex is governed by 1IL states. In the organic solvents,
however, the outcome is the opposite and the photophysical
properties of the Re(I) complex are dictated by 3MLLCT
excited states.
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